Let C = (V, E) be an undirected graph, w : E + Z' a weight function and T c V an even subset of vertices from G. A T-cut is an edge-cut set which divides T into two odd sets. For ( Tj = 4 Seymour gave a good characterization of the graphs for which there exists a maximum packing of T-cuts that is integral. Based on Seymour's characterization we provide a simple 0(n3m + PI"&) algorithm for increasing minimally the weight function on the edge-set of a graph so that the value of the maximum integral packing of T-cuts with respect to the increased weights is equal to the original value of a minimum weight T-join.
Introduction
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with w: E + Z+ a weight function. For a given subset of vertices, T E V with 1 TI even, a T-join F is a minimal set of edges so that T is exactly the set of all vertices in (V, F) with odd valency. For V' E V denote by 6( V') the set of all edges with one vertex in V' and the other in V\ V'. Any subset of edges B s E for which there exists v' E V with B = 6( V') is a cut in G. A T-cut in G is a cut 6(V), V' c V, for which ( v' n TJ is odd. Let 22 be the set of all T-cuts in G. The maximum packing of T-cuts problem is to find a function g : 22 -B R+ that maximizes c {g(B): B E 49 such that for each e E E, C {g(B): e E I3 B ES} < w(e).
Edmonds and Johnson stated implicitly in [3] that there exists a maximum packing of T-cuts which is half integral, and this has been proved by Lovasz [6] . Korach and Penn [S] showed that the duality gap, that is, the gap between the value of a F. Granot maximum packing of T-cuts and the value of a maximum integral packing of T-cuts, is at most the number of components of an optimal T-join minus 1. This implies that for the special case when ) T( = 4 the duality gap is at most 1. Seymour [7] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the value of a maximum packing of T-cuts to be equal to that of a maximum integral packing of T-cuts. Moreover, he gave an implicit algorithm to find a maximum integral packing of T-cuts when ) T( = 4. In this paper we are interested in minimally increasing the edge-weights in such a way that the value of an optimal integral packing of T-cuts will be equal to the original value of an optimal T-join. The aim is to minimize the sum of the differences of the new and old edge-weights. We provide an 0(&n + n4&) algorithm to answer this question, where n is the number of vertices and m the number of edges in G.
A very special case of the above problem, where G is a planar graph, was discussed in an earlier paper [4] . There, the maximum integral two-commodity flow problem in augmented planar graphs was addressed. By using relations between cycles in a planar graph and cuts in its dual, an O(n log n) algorithm was developed to determine the minimal increase in the weight function needed to ensure that the value of a maximum integral two-commodity flow with respect to the increased weights is equal to the original value of a minimum two-cut.
Preliminaries and notation
Let G = (If, E) be an undirected graph with a set of edges E, and a set of vertices V with 1 VI = n. Let w: E -+ Z+ be a weightfunction, with Z+ the set of nonnegative integers, and denote by (G, w) the weighted graph of G. For a subset E' c E let V(E') denote the set of all vertices adjacent to edges in E' and let w(E') = C {w(e): e E E'} denote the weight ofE'. Let P,, be a simple path joining vertices u and u in Vgiven as an ordered list of its edges. A path P,, with minimal value of w(P,J = 1 {w(e): e EP,,} is called a shortest path from u to u and w(P,J its length (weight). We say that two paths Pi, and Phk are vertex disjoint if they have no vertex in common.
For a given subset of vertices T c V, with 1 T( even, let v"'(G, T, w) denote the value of a maximum packing of T-cuts in (G, w). If in addition, g : 9 + R+, where 9 is the set of all T-cuts, is required to be integral the problem will be referred to as the maximum integral packing of T-cuts and its value denoted by v"'(G, T,w). For the special case where I TJ = 4, the problem will be referred to as the maximum (integral) I-packing. Below we present some preliminary results that are needed to verify the validity of the algorithms described in Section 3.
For ti, tj E Vdenote by P, a shortest path from ti to tj. Seymour [7] has shown the following lemma.
Lemma 1. (Seymour [7] ). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, w : E + Z+ a weight function, T = (tI, t2, t3, t4} E V and k E Z+ then the following are equivalent Observe that if k = vCr)(G, T, w) the inequalities in (ii) are always satisfied. This since each Pij u Pkl where 1 < i #j # k # I < 4, is a T-join and it is well known that the value of any T-join is always greater than or equal to the value of any packing of T-cuts. Thus, if v(')(G, T, w) < v") (G, T, w) , that is (i) does not hold, then all inequalities in (ii) hold as equalities and w(Pij) + w(Pjk) + w(P,i) is odd for some i, j, k which is equivalent to for all choices of i, j, k.
Lemma 2. (Seymour [7] ). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, w : E -+ Z+ a weight Based on Lemmas 1 and 2 and Corollary 3 we present in Section 3 a strongly polynomial algorithm for determining an integral weight function 6 > w with 1 w -91, minimal, where (w -61, = I?= 1 Iw(ei) -k(ei)j and for which (G, 6) has a maximum 4-packing which is integral with vu) (G. T 
, i) = vtr) (G, T, 8) = v(') (G, T, w).
Such a function C will be termed an optimal weight function.
Minimum increase algorithm
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected loopless graph, w : E -+ Z' a weight function and T = (tI, t2, t3, t4} c V. Assume without loss of generality, that G is connected. The results are trivially extendable to disconnected graphs in which each connected component contains an even number of vertices from T. If, however, a connected component of G contains an odd number of vertices fromT, then there is no bound on the value of a packing of T-cuts.
Before describing a polynomial algorithm for determining an optimal weight function we give the main ideas underlying the algorithm. Clearly, if v'"(G, T, w) = v(')(G, T, w), then 6 = w is an optimal weight function. If, however, v"'(G, T, w) < v(')(G, T, w), then it follows from Lemma 1 with k = v@)(G, T, w) that all inequalities in (ii) hold as equalities and w(Pij) + w(PjJ + w(Pki) is odd for any i, j, k, l<i#j#k<4.
In the latter event the 4-packing minimum increase algorithm will determine an optimal weight function 6 satisfying
where at least one but not all three weak inequalities hold as strong inequalities. Hence, (ii) in Lemma 1 holds, guaranteeing a maximum 4-packing which is integral and with value v"'(G T w). Let Bij = {Pij: Pij' a' shortest path from ti to tj in (G, w)} and Cij a minimum cardinality cover of 8, for 1 < i < j < 4. Note that a set of edges C is a cover of a collection B if 1 C n PJ 2 1 for every P E 8. Now, in order for \;t(Pij) to be greater than W(Pij) for every Pij E 8, we must increase the weight of at least ) CijJ edges by one. While in order to achieve 1 w -$1 1 minimal, one would hope to be able to choose a cover C of some 9ij, 1 < i < j Q 4 of minimal cardinality and set
Unfortunately, this will not be sufficient to guarantee vci) (G, T, 6) = v(')(G, T, +) as it is, demonstrated by the following example. Example 1. Consider the graph G given in Fig. 1 with w(e) = 1, e E E. It is easy to
One possibility is to choose a cover C = C i4 = (ei>. In this case G(e) will be given by w(e) = The reason 6, as was chosen in Example 1, is not an optimal weight function follows from the fact that although Cl4 is a minimum cardinality cover of Pi4 it also covers Pi3 and Pi2 and thus all three inequalities in (1) are strong inequalities. Hence, there is no maximum 4-packing in (G, ti) which is integral and whose value is v(') (G, T, 6) . Note that the above procedure can be used to find w' such that v"
'(G, T, w') = v(')(G, T, w) but cannot guarantee vci)(G, T, w') = v(')(G, T, w').
We turn now to the definition of a family '3 of minimal covers of 9ij which are 'potential candidates' for determining an optimal weight function 6~ using (2). Definition 1. For a weighted graph (G, w), T E V with ) Tj = 4 for which v"'(G, T, w) < v@)(G, T, w), %' is the candidate set for defining an optimal weight function if '3 is the collection Of all minimal covers Cij of Sij, 1 < i < j < 4, satisfying (i) Cij does not simultaneously cover ~ij, ~ik and 9ih for 1 < i # j # h # k < 4.
(ii) if C E 59 is a minimal cover of say Bij, then there is no C' E %, C' c C and C' a cover of qhk for some 1 d h # k < 4.
Theorem 4. Let (G, w) be a weighted graph, T c V, 1 TI = 4 and v"'(G, T, w) < v@)(G, T, w). Let C* E % with 1 C*) = min ( ) C ): C E %} where 92 is the candidate set and $ is given by (2) with C = C*. Then 8 is an optimal weight function.
Proof. We start by showing that if C 4 %T and if B is defined by (2) using C and w, then 8 cannot be an optimal weight function. Indeed, let C be a minimal cover of some Pij, C $ V and 8 defined by (2) using C and w. If v"'(G, T, w) < v(')(G, T, w), one can easily verify that either all three inequalities in (1) are strong inequalities which implies that the value of a maximum 4-packing in (G, 6) is greater than v(')(G, T, w), or else at least one but not all three weak inequalities in (1) hold as strong inequalities. In the latter case C cannot simultaneously cover 9ij, 9'ik and 9ih. Moreover, since C 4 V, it follows from the definition of 59 that since (i) holds (ii) does not hold and there must exist C' c C such that C' is a cover of 9)hk for some 1 < h # k d 4 which satisfies (i). Using C' and w in (2) to define 6 one obtains 16 -w/i < 16 -WI, and hence ti, cannot be an optimal weight function. Assume thus, that C * is as given above and is a cover of, say, Y12. The proof will be completed if we show that (1) holds for G', an integral weight function defined by (2) using C*, where at least one but not all three weak inequalities therefrom hold as strong inequalities. Clearly +(P,,) + 6(P3J > vcr) (G, T, w) . By the definition of %', either C does not cover 8,,, or does not cover 9'i4. Assume C does not cover 9i4. We would like now to show that either $(P,,) + $(Pz4) = v"'(G, T, w), or 6(Pi4) + +(Pz3) = v")(G, T, w). If C is not a cover of 9 23 then +(Pi4) + \il(Pz3) = @)(G, T, w) and we are done. Assume thus that C is a cover of qz3 . But since C E % and C covers 9)12 and pz3, C cannot cover Yz4. We will further show that C can neither be a minimal cover of pi3 which will complete the proof as in this case ci.
(P13) + 8(P,,) = v@'(G, T, w).
Assume on the contrary that C is a minimal cover of .Yi3. Thus, since C E %? is a minimal cover of Y12, 9r3 and Yz3 there exists an edge e = (a, u) E C and three shortest paths Plz, P13andP,, witheE(Pr2 nP,, nP,,)and C n (PI2 u PI3 u Pz3) = e such that PI2 = PI, u (e} u Pv2, PI3 = P,, u {e} u PO3 and Pz3 = Pzu u {ej u {Pus). But Pi3 = PIu u Pv3 is a path from t2 to t3 with w(Pi3) < w(Pz3), contradiction. 0
We describe now algorithms SP and Shrink which are used as subroutines in the 4-packing minimum increase algorithm to follow. Since algorithm SP is very straightforward, only a simple explanation is included. Algorithm SP will produce for every pair (tit tj), 1 d i < j < 4 the subgraph Gij of G induced by all shortest paths from ti to tj. This can be easily obtained when the lengths of the shortest paths from u to ti and from u to tj are known for every u E V. Indeed, if for some arc e = (u, u) one has w(Piu) + w(e) + w(P"j) = W(Pij) then e E Gij. It is easy to verify that giving the lengths of the shortest paths from ti, i = 1, . . . ,4 to all u E Vthen algorithm SP runs in O(n') time.
Algorithm Shrink will produce a reduced weighted graph obtained by coalescing some of the vertices in V and by modifying the weight function w. To that end, let GP be the graph induced by the set of all shortest paths between any pair of vertices of T, and let C be a common minimal cardinality cover of 8,, ~ik and Yih. In addition, let Gi be the connected subgraph containing ti that can be obtained by deleting C from GP and G, the remaining subgraph of Gr. Algorithm Shrink starts by shrinking Gi to ti and modifying the weight function w. Then, in Step 4 of the algorithm, it looks for a minimum cardinality cover that does not contain at least one edge ec of C and which covers either the set of all shortest paths from ti to tj, or from ti to tk, or from ti to th in the shrunk graph. Then the algorithm shrinks e,. Furthermore, if there is no maximum 4-packing in G which is integral, then the length of all shortest paths in (G, w) between all pairs of terminal vertices will remain unchanged in the reduced graph. Using algorithm Shrink will allow one to sequentially determine minimal covers in smaller graphs until the optimal cover is found.
Algorithm shrink IFI~LJ~: For 1 < i # j < 4, a subgraph Gij induced by ~ij the set of all shortest paths from ti to tj in (G, w). A weighted graph (Gp, w), with GP = u {Gij: 1 < i #j < 4), C a common minimal cardinality cover of ~ij, ~ik and Pih with tj $ I/(~ik) u V(~ih), l<i#j#k#h<4.
Output: (&., W) a weighted shrunk graph of GP with Gil, 1= j, k, h a minimum cover of Pi, the set of all shortest paths from ti to tl in (Gil, W), ti # tl E T, where a shrunk graph G' of G is obtained by coalescing a subset of vertices V' of Vinto a single vertex and deleting all edges joining vertices in I/'.
Step Step 1: Set i w(e) e E E,\C,
G(e) = w(e) + till
if e E C and e is incident to u: for some u= l,...,q.
Step 2: Shrink Gi to ti in Gp.
Step 3: Let GP = (VP, EP) be the resulting shrunk graph and Bij the set of all shortest paths from ti to tj in (Gp,W), 1 d i < j < 4. Clearly E(~ij) = E(Pij) n (E, U C).
Step 4: Let U' = (u E V,: u is incident to an edge in C}. For each uI E U' let the weight function c1 on EP be defined as follows: 44 = l&l e E 6(ul) n C, 1 otherwise.
Let cfj, (resp., cf,, cf,) be a minimum weight cover of Bij (resp., @ik,Pih) in (Gij,cl) (resp., (Gik,~l), (Gih,~l)).
Calculate Cfi for each 1 = 1, . . . ,I U'I and assume cj is the cover where min { I Cijl, 1 cik (, I ci,,) : q E Ur} was obtained. Coalesce ti with U, and replace W(e) = w(e) + W(Pi,) for e = (u,u,), u E v,\{ti}.
Set Cig = C&, CJ = j, k, h and GP the shrunk graph obtained. Terminate with (Gp, W) and Cig, 9 = .i, k, h.
Lemma 5. Algorithm Shrink runs in O(n2m + n3&g
n) and terminates with a shrunk graph Gp.
Proof. It is not difficult to verify that algorithm shrunk terminates with the desired shrunk graph. In order to show the time complexity of the algorithm one should observe that Step 1 involves at most n* checking and m < n* edge length updatings. It is important to observe that the modified shrunk graph obtained by applying algorithm Shrink on (G, w) contains a smaller number of edges and vertices. Moreover, as will be shown by Lemma 6, for any minimal cardinality cover C of 8ij with C n Ei # 0 there exist a minimal cardinality cover C' of Bij of equal size and for which (C' n Eil = 0. Furthermore, if C E % so does C'. In addition, it follows from Corollary 3 that since the edge (ti, v,) E P, n Pih n Pik, contracting this edge does not eliminate any cover from the Candidate Set. Thus, after applying algorithm Shrink on GP one can restrict itself to the candidate set of the shrunk weighted graph itself. Observe further that one might have been tempted to shrink Gi u C to ti in Step 2 of algorithm Shrink since this will further reduce the size of the shrunk graph obtained. However, as can be seen from Example 2 below, by doing so one may eliminate from the candidate set all optimal covers. Example 2. Consider the graph given in Fig. 2 with all edge weights being equal to one. Clearly, C = (a,b} is a minimal cardinality cover of Bij, 9ik and 9ih. However, A C = {a, c} is the only optimal cover in the candidate set and will be eliminated if one shrinks Gi u C. (G, T, w) and I ti -w 1 1 minimal.
Step 1: Using Dijkstra's [2] shortest path algorithm calculate w(Plv) for tl E T and u E V (the length of a shortest path from t, to u) in (G, w).
Step
2: If w(P12) + w(P3J = w(P13) + w(P,,) = w(P14) + w(P23) and w(P12) + w(Pz3) + w(P,,)
is odd go to Step 3. Otherwise 8 = w and go to Step 8.
Step 3: Perform algorithm SP on each pair (ti, tj) E T. Let GP = u {Gij: ti, Tj E T}.
Step 4: For 1 d i < j < 4 find a minimal cover Cij of Bij in Gij with minimum cardinality.
Step 5: Let I C I = min { I Cijl : Cij a minimal cover with minimum cardinality of Bij, 1 < i < j d 4) and C a cover where the minimum was obtained. If C covers Bij but does not cover either 9ik or pi,,, and does not cover either 9j, or 9jh for i # j # k # h, go to Step 6. Otherwise go to Step 7. and go to Step 8.
Step 7: Apply algorithm Shrink to (Cr., w) and C. Let (C& %) be the shrunk weighted graph, 8, the set of shortest paths from ti to tj therefrom, and Cij the corresponding minimum cover. GO to
Step 5 with C, = Cij and ~ij = B,.
Step 8: Terminate with $J as an optimal weight function.
Theorem 7. The 4-packing minimum increase algorithm runs in 0(n3m + n4&) time and terminates with an optimal weight function 6. That is, v"'(G, T,&) = v(')(G, T,\li)) = v@)(G, T, w) and IIJJ -wI1 is minimal.
Proof. If the conditions of Step 2 do not hold, then by Lemma 1, tif = w is an optimal weight function.
Otherwise v"'(G, T, w) < v(')(G, T, w) and one obtains by
Step 5 a cover C of minimum cardinality of say Bij. If C does not cover one of Yik or 9ih and does not cover one of 8, or 9jh, then C E W. Thus by Theorem 4, $ defined by (2) using C is an optimal weight function (see Step 6) . If, however, C covers 8ij, 9ik and 9ih then using the facts that w(P12) + w(P,~) = w(P13) + w(Pz4) = w(P1,) + w(Pz3)
and that w(P,,) + w(P,,) + w(Pi3) is odd (Step 2), one obtains that W(Pij) + w(Pjk) + w(Pki) is odd for all i # j # k E { 1,2,3,4) which implies that tj # V(P,) u ?'(P,). Now using algorithm Shrink one will obtain the weighted shrunk graph (& W) that contains at least one cover which can be used to define an optimal weight function. Moreover, since ) Vppl < ( VP1 -1 whenever algorithm Shrink returns to Step 5, the algorithm has to reach a stage where Step 5 sends to Step 6 or else algorithm Shrink will reduce some ti to say tj, contradicting the fact that tj# V(Pih) LJ J' (P,) .
To show the time complexity, observe first that Steps 1-4, 6 and 8 are each entered only once. Moreover, Step 1 involves performing Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm 4 times which takes O(n2) time while Step 2 takes O(1) time.
Step 3 performs algorithm SP 6 times for a total time complexity of 0(n2).
Step 4 executes a minimum cut Algorithm 6 times for a total time complexity of O(nm + n'&), see e.g. [l] . To show the overall time complexity of Steps 5 and 7 one should observe that since 1 VP1 < I VP1 Steps 7 and 5 may be entered at most n times. Each entry to Step 5 requires the computation of w (Pik) and w(Pih) in Gp\C to verify if C is a cover of Yik and ~ih and takes O(n2) time. Each entry to Step 7 calls algorithm Shrink once for a total time complexity of 0(n2m + n"J--) logn . Therefore, the overall time complexity of Steps 5 and 7 is 0(n3m + n4&) which is also the time complexity of the algorithm as claimed. 0
